**COSMOS Presentation: JoAnn Manson, jmanson@rics.bwh.harvard.edu, Howie Sesso, hsesso@bwh.harvard.edu**

ellenkim: hello everyone! please place your questions here and the moderator will address them following the presentation. Thank you for joining this webinar!

Ulrike Peters: You said that the endo for the intervention is potentially Dec 2020. Is there a possibility that the intervention might go on for longer?

Ulrike Peters: How was the experience working with Quest Diagnostics? Was it expensive?

rprentic: Does Centrum Silver include lutein plus zeaxanthin?

Aladdin Shadyab: Thanks for this presentation. What is the similarity in terms of age and demographics between WHI and the other cohorts part of your study?

rprentic: Is urine collection a single spot urine?

Sarah Gaussoin: Why the decision to bring in Quest Diagnostics and not just remain with EMSI and on their own?

RWILD: when you say blood and urine sampled I am assuming serum and whole blood assessed all time points?

Sylvia Smoller: Consonanat with Joann’s presentation, we previously found in WHI that among women diagnosed with incident breast cancer, multivitamin and mineral (mostly Centrum) users had lower mortality than non-users, with HR about 0.76 controlling for multiple covariates and propensity scores.

Aladdin Shadyab: Thanks JoAnn

Lisa Martin: will participants find out what they took?

RWILD: thank you to both of you

Yasmin Mossavar-Rahmani: Do you think the adherence to the multivitamin in participants with cancer is higher than those at risk? Could this have affected the findings?

RWILD: how did you deal with 'cointerventions' or change of medications over time?

Marcia Stefanick: THANK YOU JoAnn and Howie!
COVID-19 Update: Garnet Anderson, garnet@whi.org, Sally Shumaker, sshumake@wakehealth.edu

Jaime Elizabeth Hart: Will you know the address where the women are living at the time of the questionnaire? We are thinking of looking at the impact of environmental exposures in NHS/NHSII/NHS3 and would be interesting to collaborate

JoAnn Manson: Jaime: Yes, we’ll have that.

Jaime Elizabeth Hart: Thanks!

Lisa: Jamie--we are collecting current zip code on the online surveys in case our address on record doesn't reflect their current location

Jaime Elizabeth Hart: That is exactly what we are doing as well, so should be nicely comparable

Marcia Stefanick: Please repeat the Response Rate (Numbers) of the early respondents - when will it go out a 2nd time (from WHISH we know some women missed the first email)

Jelena Pavlovic: Does the questionnaire include COVID-19 related symptoms? Given that the symptoms are so not specific, wondering which symptoms are most concerning to them and lead to decision to either seek or avoid medical attention.

JoAnn Manson: Yes, we’re asking about specific symptoms.

Marcia Stefanick: Number of respondents to date and original N who received them?

Jelena Pavlovic: Great, thanks!

Lisa: Marcia--we have 10,646

JoAnn Manson: Comment on COVID ICU registry?

rosamond: You mentioned well-being...did you measure subjective well-being, such as the Cantril Ladder?

Chris: Thank you! Great presentation!

mvitolin: Thank you!